







































































































Stress Strain and Elasticity in Solids

Stress is The force per unit area across a boundary
for all orientations of the boundary

Strain is The measure of the resulting deformation of
The body
an elastic material is one that deformsslightly under
stress and returns back to Their original shapewhen the stress
is removed

a plastic material deforms continuously and
irreversibly above a critical stress and does not recover
back to its originalshapewhen the stress is removed

Here let's consider only elastic deformations where stress
and strain are linearly related with The elastic modulus
as the proportionality

Tensile and Compressive Stress and strain

an object is under tension when forces of equal
magnitude F but opposite in sign pull at
opposite ends of an object

tensile stress is a force per unit area

TT Fe Ao
cross sectional area

through which force is applied










































































































we define tensile strain

Ee as The deformation under
the stress

l lo X
E e lo lo

where X l lo
In this case the proportionality constant between
stress and strain i er The elastic modulus is
called the Young's modulus

Y
Rearranging this expression we get Hooke's law for a

stretched rod or wire
f YAL

lo
similarly an object is under compression whenforces of equal
magnitude Ft but opposite in sign push at opposite ends
of the object
Compressive strain is defined as

lo l
C e

I
lo lo










































































































Bulk Stress and strain
an object is under bulk stress when a uniform pressure
is applied to all sides

The pressure is the force per unit area

p
E
A

whenthe pressure on a body changes fromPo to potsp the bulk
strain in the elastic limit is

V Vo V
C r To

and the bulk modulus is an elastic modulusgiven by

B a VoEv
Or

B Vo DIdu




























































Shear Stress and strain

an object is under shear stress when forces of
equal magnitude F but opposite in sign pull
at opposite ends of an object

we defineThe shear stress 5mg as The force per unit area

of F IA
we define The shear strain Es as The deformation
under the stress

C s h
and The Shear Modulus is an elastic modulus given by

G E aI
Shear stress shear strain and shear modulus only
apply to solids fluid phases Liquids and gases
do not have a definite shape and cannot support a
shear stress


